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Dave Loosley is a lecturer, creator and professional magician whose effects are
performed by real workers the world over. In this At The Table lecture, Dave
explains tricks and routines that he has used for the past 15 years, plus some
never-before-seen effects and gimmicks. One thing is for certain -- the routines
taught here have been tried and tested in the real world and never fail to get
crazy reactions. Grab your cards and get ready as Dave's unique style and
engaging personality guides you through these incredible routines. Here's what
you'll learn:

N.P. Cards Across: This is Dave's favorite version of the Cards Across plot, and
we know you are going to love it as well.

Anniversary Waltz: An ingenious method for Anniversary Waltz with blank-faced
cards!

Blank Canvas: Transform a blank card into a selected card on a photo taken
with a borrowed phone! A real worker!

Interference: You visually tear off and restore the ear bud from a borrowed set of
headphones.

Camo Rising Card: A Rising Card gimmick that hides out of sight until needed.

Sweet Exchange: This method will allow you to transform the contents of a
sweet packet right in front of your spectator's eyes.

Unique Coin Trick: An amazing 2 coin transpo that your spectators won't
believe.

R.B.G.: You will love the effects you can achieve with this ingenious rubber-band
gimmick.

The Joker Trick: The selected card becomes a red backed card, while rest of
the entire deck becomes Jokers!

Turn Over the Box: The spectator's selected and signed card becomes the card
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attached to the card box! You'll love this one.

Mystique Blizzard: An ultra-visual multi-change blank deck routine.
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